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CAMARON , JEREZ , THE WHITE
VILLAGES ROUTE & SEVILLE
Camaron Route runs through San Fernando, birthplace
of José Monge "Camarón de la Isla". It develops a route that
evokes the mythical figure of this great interpreter of flamenco
and that takes us from his birthplace to the "Venta de Vargas"
place where he became known as a child. It will be a very
flamenco walk.
&
White villages Route starts in Cadiz and in our itinerary we will
visit San Fernando, Arcos de la Frontera, Grazalema, Zahara,
Ubrique, Zahara de la Sierra, Olvera and Setenil de las
Bodegas.

27 October. Madrid - Cádiz (high speed train) - Jerez- San
Fernando -Cádiz
Breakfast.
Breakfast. Departure at the indicated time to Cadiz. Then we will go to
Jerez de la Frontera to the Centro de Baile Flamenco of this beautiful
city, where we will have "Flamenco Choreography and Technique
classes with live guitar and singing musicians".

We will continue to San Fernando, birthplace of Camarón de la Isla, visit
his house, have lunch at the "Venta de Vargas", the place where he
became known as a child and enjoy a show, visit his house, have lunch
at the "Venta Vargas", the place where he became known as a child and
enjoy a “live flamenco show”, where you will be able to dance with
renowned teachers. We will visit the “Camaron Museum” which will be
opened the 7th of july.
In the afternoon, panoramic view of the city and walking tour of of the the
historical center of the city included the Camaron’s grave.
28 October. Cádiz - Jerez de la Frontera- Chiclana- Cádiz
Breakfast.
In the morning we will go to Jerez de la Frontera and take a walk through
the center of the city and at 11.20 hrs we will leave the center to the
Royal Equestrian School and we will do the panoramic view of Jerez on
the way. The show starts at 12:00 hrs and ends at 13:00 hrs. Departure
to Chiclana, lunch in a restaurant (x). Then we will make a panoramic
tour of the urbanization Novo Sancti Petri, Cabo Roch and Roche, where
the views of the Atlantic are spectacular. Then, to end the afternoon we
will have dinner in a restaurant (x) back to Cadiz.
Lodging.

29 October. Cadiz- Arcos de la Frontera- Ubrique
Breakfast. We will leave to Arcos de la Frontera, one of the most
beautiful villages, not only of Cadiz, if not the whole peninsula.
If we take one of the roads, we enter the white villages heart, while the
landscape is changing. We’ll arrive to the steep picture of the Grazalema
mountains. Afterwards, we’ll arrive Ubrique, which is known to be the
worldwide leather goods Mecca. Besides, the Ubrique historic centre
was declared a site of Cultural Interest.
Lunch in a typical restaurant of the place to have a rest. Afterwards we
will continue with the visit until the dinner time.
in a restaurant (x)
Accomodation.

30 October. Ubrique- Jerez- Zahara- Setenil de las Bodegas
Breakfast. Early departure to Jerez, where we have class from
09.45 to 11 hrs again in Academia de Baile Flamenco.
Seguirillas with bata de cola and castanets.

We’ll continue to Zahara de la Sierra, where we’ll contemplate its
beauty from the valley’s background.
Olvera, whose landscape is softened little by little is known by the olive
oil production.
Then we will continue to “Setenil de las Bodegas”, one of the rarest
and most original villages in Andalusia.
We will make a stop to rest in this village and have lunch in the
Restaurant El Almendral.
Afternoon free to stroll and relax until dinner time at the Hotel.
Lodging.

31 October. Sevilla
Breakfast. At 10 hrs we start the visit of the Santa Cruz
neighborhood and the Alcazar. Afterwards we will have lunch in
a restaurant specialized in paellas.
At sunset, we embark on a private cruise on the Guadalquivir, 1
hour cruise, where we will taste some wines accompanied by
some tapas enjoying the tranquility of the river.
Dinner and show in the best flamenco place "El patio sevillano".
Accommodation
01 November. Sevilla
Breakfast, we will go to the Flamenco House, to get into this
world, fundamental objective of this trip and we will visit it for 1
hour.
Then we will go to Maria Luisa Park.
Lunch at the restaurant "Marea Viva" specializing in fish and
taste the Mediterranean cuisine.
At 15 hrs we will visit the Cathedral and the Giralda.Then
downtown area Salvador, City Hall and Sierpes. In the
afternoon we will attend as a farewell to a traditional flamenco
show, accompanied by a good wine and some exquisite tapas.
Accommodation
02 November. Sevilla - Madrid (high speed train)

Breakfast and free time for shopping and to say goodbye to this
wonderful city. Lunch at "Marea Viva" restaurant, where we will
taste a good paella. Arrival at the train station to return to
Madrid.

End

of Route

Price per person*: 1.574€
Price estimated for 12 people. It could be change in function of the final number and in the
moment of making the reservations.

Price included:
● Transportation by high speed train Madrid - Cadiz/Seville Madrid. Tourist class.
● Private coach adapted to the number of seats for the
entire tour.
● Tour guide for the indicated visits: Cadiz, San Fernando,
Jerez, white villages and Seville.
● Flamenco’s classes at Academy of Dance in Jerez
● Hotel accommodation in Cadiz, Ubrique and Seville.
● Breakfasts, lunches and dinners indicated in the itinerary.
● Flamenco show in San Fernando, birthplace of Camarón
de la Isla, Camaron’s museum and his grave.
● Cruise on the Guadalquivir river for 1 hr and a half with
tapas and wine included.
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